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Festival Fun
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True North

Taking place from the 08th - 10th September 2017, True North, Aberdeen’s
festival of music and song, celebrates the singer songwriter tradition.
Welcoming local up and coming artists to renowned UK top performers,
the festival is set to welcome the very best music and song, from ballads to
contemporary classics.

This year’s True North promises to be bigger and better featuring gigs,
panel discussions and workshops. Expect unique shows in some of
Aberdeen’s quirkiest locations including a backdrop of the working harbour
to shows in some of the North-east’s biggest performing arts venues!

Dinner and Drinks?

Musa

Where better to stop for dinner pre or post gig than Musa?

Musa is a restaurant, art gallery and live music venue in the merchant
quarter of old Aberdeen. 

A haven from conformity and mundane, where fresh, contemporary food
lives alongside cutting-edge art and live music against the canvas of a 19th
century church.

The eclectic menu fuses world inspired cuisine with quirky interpretations
of Scottish staples. They fiercely advocate an artisanal, old world approach
to food, focusing on local produce from small Scottish suppliers. They are
also available for private events and host Bespoke Beer, Wine, Whisky, Gin
Events and Dinners.

Tippling House

The Tippling House serves up casual fare in intimate surroundings. A 
menu of home-cooked bar snacks such as Scotch Eggs and marinated 
meats, complements a full a la carte offering using only the best in local 
produce and Scottish suppliers. As well as finishing runners-up in the 
Observer Food Monthly Awards for two years running, they’ve also gained 
a TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence and a number of awards for their 
bartenders, including Scottish Mixologist of the Year and Scottish Craft 
Spirits Enthusiast. The Tippling House was subsequently added to renowned 
author Peter Irvine’s ‘ Scotland the Best - 12th Edition’.

Orchid

Orchid is Aberdeen’s home for discerning drinkers. They are fully dedicated 
to raising the standards of mixed drinks and cocktails for not only 
Aberdeen, but Scotland and the United Kingdom as a whole.

http://tour-operator.visitabdn.com/home/eat-and-drink/bars/view/the-tippling-house
http://tour-operator.visitabdn.com/home/eat-and-drink/bars/view/orchid

